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Abstract
When this study of Gallatin Valley clay bodies was begun, it was 

found that the area was rich in clay deposits of various colors and 
..quantities. Twenty-six samples in all were gathered for study; these were 
subjected to various tests to determine their usefulness as pottery clays„ 
Many of the samples were found to be useful as low fire clay lpodies with 
little or no modification. Clays suitable for use in high fire bodies 
proved to be more scarce.



Introduction
One phase of my undergraduate study at Montana State College revealed 

to me the facihating world of pottery making. I have been intrigued by it. 
As a result my graduate work seemed destined to be involved in some way 
,with pottery. How nice it would be to spend a year throwing pots was the 
first thought that entered my mind. On further consideration I began to 
think in terms of doing something which would not only be of benefit to me 
but would also help others in this area who are interested in pottery 
making. Low fire clay currently being used by the School of Art at Montana 
State College, for example, comes from a deposit near the Rainbow Ranch in 
Gallatin Canyon, a distance of some forty-five miles. The high fire clay 
that is used comes from near Lewistown, Montana, one-hundred seventy miles 
northeast of Bozeman. It was felt that if deposits of suitable clays could 
be found that were considerably closer to Bozeman, fey work would certainly 
be rewarding to me and of value to the School of Art and other local 
potters.



Statement of the Problem
My past experience -with pottery making at Montana State College point

ed out the need for the discovery and development of low and high fire clay 
deposits located within a reasonable proximity of Bozeman, Montana, The 
use of such deposits would reduce the costs of pottery making both to the 
School of Art and to the individual potter, and would also enable the 
School to replenish its supply of clay with relative ease and little loss 
of timeo

The clay from these deposits would have to be of a quality that would 
lend itself well to pottery making in the classroom or studio. Rhodes 
states:

nWhen some clay has been located, the next step is to 
determine of what use it might be in ceramics. Many clays, 
if not most, are not suitable for ary practical purpose.
For example, a clay which is too highly contaminated with 
soluble alkalies is not worth the digging.

"Another impurity which disqualifies a clay for cer
amic use is lime.

"Even if a clay is not contaminated with either soluble 
. alkalies or with lime, it may be difficult to use because of 
the presence of too much sand or other mineral fragments.

"The presence of too much organic matter may also dis
qualify a clay for use. Surface clays are sometimes so load
ed with carbonaceous matter and decayed vegetation that they 
are unusable.n̂
Other requirements that were deemed important in this study were 

pleasing color— reds, grays, and buffs; very little shrinkage; plasticity 
enough for good workability; porosity enough to prevent cracking in drying; 
and ability to stand up under extreme temperatures without adverse effects 
such as bloating, blistering, sagging or melting.

I Daniel Rhodes. Clay and Glazes For The Potter. Oreenburg 
Publishers, New York, 1957 p. 47
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The deposits themselves must contain enough clay to warrant devel

opment and must be located on lands where digging is peimissable. In 
Montana the weather is also an important factor in the development of a 
clay deposit.. Winter conditions limit accessibility and make digging 
impossible. In the spring, many dirt roads become inundated with mud and 
water. These factors make it necessary to find a clay that is easily 
accessible by truck, at least during the warmer months. Then enough clay 
could be dug and stored for future use.



Procedure
-During the summer of 1962 samples of clay were collected frem, various 

localities in Gallatin County. Most of the prospecting was done on week
ends, in conjunction with frequent fishing trips, so that by the time 
college started in the fall a total of 26 samples had been gathered. My 
journeys ranged from as far as the Yellowstone Park boundary to the south,. 
Eochy and Bridger Canyons to the east, the Horseshoe Hills to the north, 
and the foothills near Three Forks, Montana, to the west. A U  ..samples 
were gathered within a sixty mile radius of Bozeman, Montana.

Most of the clays were selected on the basis of their color5 reds, 
buffs, yellows, whites, and even blacks were collected for testing. This 
method worked pretty well as only one sample turned out to be an earthy 
substance composed of considerable carbonaceous Impurities and completely 
unusable, although seven other samples were also deemed unusable due to 
excessive amounts of sand and other rocky fragments.

As each sample was gathered, it was placed in a large plastic bag and 
labeled. The general discovery area was noted and pinpointed on a map. 
Each sample was given an appropriate name and also designated by a letter 
of the alphabet. Upon collection, each sample was allowed to dry, the 
larger chunks broken up to pass through a 10 mesh screen; this helped to 
remove the rocks, roots, pine needles, etc. As each sample was screened, 
it was poured slowly into an appropriately labeled one-gallon glass jar 
half filled with hot water, and left to soak until all twenty-six samples 
were processed and ready for experimentation.

The first experiments began by first decanting the contents of the 
jar into a five-gallon can and blunging for an hour to mix the sample



into a smooth consistency. The sample was then allowed to sit over night 
to allow heavier particles to settle and excess water to rise to the top. 
The water was then syphoned off and the clay was screened through a 30 
mesh sieve into a drying bat. Mien the clay had dried sufficiently to 
render it workable, it was removed from the bat and wedged. The clay 
was now ready for testing. Test bricks, as suggested by Ralph I. Smith 
of the Montana School of Mines, were used with slight modifications.̂

2Other tests used were suggested by Glenn G. Kelson in his book. Ceramics. 
Test I. ,Plasticity.
A coil of clay the diameter of a pencil was rolled out and wrapped 

around a finger, if it separated or cracked badly, the clay was not 
plastic enough.

Test II. Porosity.
A test brick two inches by two inches by ^ inch thick was made from 

the sample. This brick was allowed to dry thoroughly at room temperature. 
If it showed signs of cracking, the clay was not porous enough.

Test III. Shrinkage and Refractoriness at cone 04.
A test brick 2 inches wide, 6 inches long, and ^ inch thick was made 

from the sample. After the test brick was thoroughly dried, it was fired 
to cone 04, cooled, and measured. If the brick showed shrinkage in ex-

U. M. Sahinen, R. I. Smith, D. C. Lawson. Progress Report on 
Clays and Shales of Montana. Bulletin 27- 1960-61, Montana School of
Mines, p. 3 !

^ Glenn G. Kelson. Ceramics. I960, Holt, Rhinehart and Win
ston, Inc. Kew York. p. 5,6

5
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cess of g inch in 6 inches the clay was unsatisfactory„ This test also 
served as an indication of the clay's refractoriness at this temperature.
If the test brick blistered, bloated, cracked, melted or otherwise failed, 
the clay was discarded as unsatisfactory.

Test IV. Throwing quality.
In order to determine the usefulness of the sample as a throwing 

clay, a small test cup was thrown on the wheel. The handling qualities 
of the clay were noted as well as the clay's ability to hold a shape 
once it was thrown.

Test V. Refractoriness cone 8.
The small test brick used in the porosity test was fired to cone 8 or 

about 2300°F, cooled and checked for bloating, blistering, melting, and 
sagging.

Test VI. Shrinkage cone 8.
The test brick used to determine shrinkage at cone 04 was fired to cone 

8, allowed to cool, then measured again. If the shrinkage exceeded 3/4 
inch in 6 inches the sample was unsatisfactory as a high fire clay. Many 
samples were not tested for shrinkage at this temperature due to low 
refractoriness of the clay as determined by the results of Test V.

Upon completion of these tests, each of the remaining clay samples 
were wedged and placed on the wheel. Many of the clays were of poor 
throwing quality but a pot was produced out of at least half the samples 
taken. Illustrations of these pots can be found on page 28.

The final evaluation was to determine the desirability of the clay 
after working with it. Any of the following undesirable factors was a
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criterion for the elimination of the clay:

Poor coloring=
Strong odor when wet or being fired=
H^rd to process.
Too dirty.
Too far away to be of value =
Hot plentiful at the. source.
Source was inaccessible.
The results of all these tests can be found on page 8.
Gn the basis of these tests, six clays were selected for further test

ing, using various additives in an effort to produce a clay body that would 
.,fire successfully at cone 8, or about 2300°F.

To each 60 part sample of selected clay, the following,..additions were 
made: 15 parts Kentucky Ball Clay were added to increase its plasticity5
„15- parts Denver Fire Clay were added to increase the refractoriness; 10
parts forty mesh grog were added for increased porosity; g part barium 
carbonate was added to render the soluble sulphides insoluble.
. . The results of these tests can be found on page 21. Illustrations of 
various projects using these samples are on pages 28, 29, and 30.



Clay Test Results
Sample A

Name: Goodfellow Black
Location: At east end of Goodfellow's dirt pit above Bear Canyon 

turnoffj about 7 miles east of Bozeman.
Test Results
I.

II.
III.

Plasticity: good *
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone.04: 3/8n in 6"5 satisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: good

IV.
V.
VI.

Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: good
Shrinkage cone 8: 3/4" in 6", satisfactory

Desirability: Due to foreign matter, possibly coal dust, this clay is 
black in color and has a tendency to stain hands and 
clothes badly. This factor would eliminate it for studio 
or classroom use.

Sample B
Name: Second Cut Rocky Canyon
Location: The second cut on left hand side of Highway IQ, about 

one mile past first new overpass and near the entrance 
to Rocky Canyon, east of Bozeman.

Test Results
I.
II.
III.

Plasticity: good I
Porosity: fair, tends to crack slightly in drying.
Shrinkage cone 04: g" in 6", satisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: good

IV.
V.

VI.
Throwing quality: fair, rough on fingers.
Refractoriness cone 8: fair, begins to glaze slightly.
Shrinkage cone 8: 4V in 6", satisfactory

Desirability: Due to too much sand and rock particles in this clay, it
wouldn't be economical to process.
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Sample C

Name: Goodfellow Eed West
Location: At west end of Gtoodfellow1 s dirt pit above Bear Canyon

turnoff, about 7 miles east of Bozeman,
Test_____ ;_____Results ________________________________ ____________
I. Plasticity: good i ' 
ll. Porosity: good

III. Shrinkage cone 04: g" in 6", satisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: good

IV. Throwing quality: good
V. Refractoriness cone 8: fair, begins to glaze slightly.

VI.__________Shrinkage cone 8: 3/4" in 6", satisfactory________________
Desirability: A very good low fire clay with possibilities for firing high

if proper additives are mixed with it.
Sample D

Name: South Red Rock
Location: Near south end of Red Rock Gamp Ground, along west side"

of highway in Gallatin Canyon.
Desirability: Due to excessive amounts of sand and rock particles in the

sample, the usual tests were not conducted.
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Hame:
Sample E

East Fairy Lake
Location: Hear east end of Fairy Lake in the Bridger Mountain Range.
Test Results
III.......
III.

Plasticity: good
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone 04; 3/8" in 6", satisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: good

IV.
V.
VI.

Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: poor, melts
Shrinkage cone 8: no test

,Desirability:
i

This clay is limited in quantity at the source and is not 
easily accessible.

•Sample F
Name: North Almart Lodge
Location: About Ig miles north of Almart Lodge along west side of 

highway in Gallatin Canyon.
..Desirability: Due to excessive amounts of sand and rock particles in the 

sample, the usual tests were not conducted.

\_>
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Sample G

Name: Bridger Club Red
Location: Near top of cut at the entrance to the old Bridger Club

site, about 7s miles east of Bozeman.
Test__________Results_______________________________
I.

II.
III.
IT.
V.
TI.

Plasticity: good r
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone 04: 3/8" in 6", satisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: good
Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: poor, bloats badly
Shrinkage cone 8: no test

Desirability:

Name:
Location:

.Desirability:

This sample has all the essentials of a good low fire clay 
body. It is felt that it is the best low fire clay that 
was found and is recommended for classroom use.

Sample H
North Covered Wagon
One mile north of the Covered Wagon Ranch along west side 
of highway in Gallatin Canyon.
Due to excessive amounts of sand and rock particles in 
the sample, the usual test were not conducted.
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Name:
Sample I

Rainbow Ranch
Location: At west side of old gravel pit about one mile north of 

Rainbow Ranch in Gallatin Canyon.
Test Results

B
B

h Plasticity: ..good 
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone 04: g" in 6"2 satisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: good

IV.
V.
VI.

Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: poor, bloats badly
Shrinkage cone 8: no test

Desirability: This is a good low fire clay but the deposit is located 
too far from the Bozeman area.

Sample J
Name: First Cut Rocky Canyon
Location: First cut on east side of new highway about ^ mile past 

first new overpass, miles east of Bozeman.
Test Results
I.
II.
III.

Plasticity: good
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone 04: 2" 6", satisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: good

IV.
V.
VI.

Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: poor, bloats badly
Shrinkage cone 8: no test

Desirability: This sample has all the essential characteristics of a good 
low fire clay body and is recommended for classroom use.
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Sample K

East Bozeman Hatchery
Location: At the bottom of rock quarry ̂  mile east of the Bozeman 

Fish Hatchery along Bridger Road.
Desirability: Due to excessive amounts of sand and rock particles in 

the sample, the usual tests were not conducted.
Sample L

Name: Upper Nine Quarter
Location: Along road into the Nine Quarter Circle Ranch about 

5 miles after road leaves highway in Gallatin Canyon.
Test Results
I.
II.
III.

Plasticity: fair
Porosity: poor, cracks badly in drying
Shrinkage cone 04: 3/8" in 6", satisfactory

IV.
V.
VI.

Refractoriness cone 04f poor, cracks badly in firing 
Throwing quality: poor, hard to handle
Refractoriness cone 8: poor, bloats badly
Shrinkage cone 8: no test

Desirability: This is the sample previously mentioned on page 4 that 
turned out to be an earthy substance composed of con
siderable carbonaceous impurities that rendered it
unusable.
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Name:
Sample M .

Fairy Lake Eoad
Location: Two miles below Fairy Lake along the north side of the road.
Test Results

Plasticity: good
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone 04: 3/4" in 6", unsatisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: good

IV.
V.
TI.

Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: fair, begins to glaze slightly.
Shrinkage cone 8: 7/8n in 6", unsatisfactory

Desirability: Due to excessive amounts of sand and rock particles in the 
sample, this source was abandoned as undesirable.

Sample N
Name: Lower Nine Quarter
Location: In Taylor1s Fork Canyon about Ig miles off main highway 

in Gallatin Canyon.
.Desirability: Due to excessive amounts of sand and rock particles in the 

sample, the usual tests were not conducted.
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Nqme:
Sample G

Gbodfellow Orange West
Location: At west end of Goodfellow's dirt pit above Bear Canyon 

turnoff,, about 7 miles east of Bozeman.
Test Results
I.

II.
III.

Plasticity: good
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone 04: g" in 6", satisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: good

IV.
V.
VI.

Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: poor, bloats badly
Shrinkage cone 8: no test

Desirability: Due to excessive amounts of sand and rock particles in this 
sample, it was discarded as undesirable.

Sample P
Name: Ideal Red
Location: Top layer of clay in the Ideal Cement Company's limestone 

pit, about 3 miles northeast of Logan.
Test Results
I.
II.
III.

Plasticity: good
Porosity: fair, tends to crack slightly in drying.
Shrinkage cone 04: I^" in 6", unsatisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: good

IV.
V. .
VI. .

Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: poor, bloats badly
Shrinkage cone 8: no test

Desirability: This sample was discarded due to excessive shrinkage and
offensive odor in firing.
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Sample Q

Hame: East Bridger Club
Location: In Rocky Cqnyon 2 miles east of old Bridger Club sit6,, on 

right hand side of .canyon wall.
Test Results
I.

II.
III.

Plasticity: good.
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone .04.: i" in 6"5 satisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: good

IV.
V.
VI.

Throwing quality: fair, feels rough
Refractoriness cone" 8: fair, begins to weaken and sag.
.Shrinkage cone 8: 3/4" in 6", satisfactory

Desirability: Due to excessive amounts of sakd in the clay and the 
inaccessibility of the deposit, this sample was discarded. 

Sample R
Name: DeWeese Mountain -
Location: On south Church Avenue, about g mile south of Main 

Street, Bozeman.
Desirability: Due to excessive amounts of sand and small rock particles 

in the sample, the usual tests were not conducted.
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Uame:
Sample S

Moss Pass
Location: About 3 miles southeast of Logan on road leading to the 

lower-Madison Valley.
Test Results
I.
II.

III.
Plasticity: good
Porosity: poor, cracks badly in drying.
Shrinkage cone 04: Ij;" ip 6", unsatisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: poor, begins to glaze slightly.

IV.
V.v i . : .

Throwing quality: poor, too rough
Refractoriness cone 8: poor, bloats badly
Shrinkage cone 8: rp test

Desirability: •This clay did not seem to possess any of the .minimum re
quirements for a good pottery clay and was discarded. 

Sample T
Uame: Old Trident Road-' , ......
Location: Along old Trident road about 2 miles north of Loghn.
Desirability: Due to excessive amounts of sand and small rock particles 

in the sample the usual tests were not conducted.
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Name:
Sample U

Ideal Pink
Location: Middle layer of clay in the Ideal Cement Company's lime

stone pit, about 3 miles northeast of Logan.
Test Results

I.
II.
III.

Plasticity: good •?
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone 04: 3/4" in 6", unsatisfactory

IV.
V.
VI.

Refractoriness cone 04: good
Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: poor, dunts slightly
Shrinkage cone 8.: 7/8" in 6", unsatisfactory

Desirability: This sample was discarded due to limited quantity at the 
source and offensive odor in firing.

Sample V
Name: George Kanta Pit
Location: About g mile west of Ideal Cement Company's limesone 

pit north of Logan.
Test Results
I.
II.
III.

Plasticity: good f
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone 04: 3/4" in 6", unsatisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: good

IV.
V.
VI.

Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: poor, blisters-
Shrinkage cone 8: 7/8" in 6", unsatisfactory.

Desirability: This sample was discarded due to excessive amounts of 
insoluble shale in deposit.
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,
Sample W

Name: Three Forks Foothills West
Location: In foothills west of and between' Three Forks and Willow 

Greek.
Test Results
Io
II.
!Ho

Plasticity: poor, breaks
Porosity: poor, cracks badly in drying
Shrinkage cone 04: I" in 6,!, unsatisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: poor, cracks badly in firing

IV.
V.
VIo

Throwing quality: poor, hard to handle
Refractoriness cone 8: fair, begins to glaze slightly
Shrinkage cone 8: no test

Desirability: Thip clay lacks most of the essentials necessary for cer
amic use and was discarded.

Sample X
Name: Ideal White
Location: Bottom layer of clay in the Ideal Cement Company's lime

stone pit, about 3 miles northeast of Logan.
Test Results
Io
I!.
III.

Plasticity: good F
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone 04: 3/8" in 6", satisfactory 
Refractoriness cone 04: good

IVo
Vo
VI.

Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: poor, dunts slightly
Shrinkage cone 8: i" in 6", satisfactory .

Desirability: Due to offensive odor in firing this clay was discarded.
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Name:
Sample Y

GoodfeHow Gray East
Location: Near top of cut at east end of GoodfeHow dirt pit, about 

7 miles east of Bozeman.
Test Results
I.
Ho
!Ho

Plasticity: good 
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone 04: I" in 6", unsatisfactory

IV.
V.
VI.

Refractoriness cone 04: good
Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: good
Shrinkage cone 8: expands i” in 611, unsatisfactory

Desirability: This clay would make a good low fire body, but due to ex
pansion in high firing it was discarded. It may still 
possess possibilities with the mixing of proper additives 
and warrants further investigation.

Sample Z
Name: Goodfellow Red East
Location: Near top of cut at east end of GoodfeHow dirt pit, about 

7 miles east of Bozenan.
Test Results
Io
!I.
III.

Plasticity: good
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone 04: g" in 6", satisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: good

IVo
Vo
VIo

Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: fair, glazes slightly
Shrinkage cone 8: 5/8" in 6", satisfactory

Desirability: This is a good low fire clay but most important it is felt 
that with the proper additives it has possibilities as a 
high fire clay body.



Additives:

Clay Body Test Results 
Sample B Mix 

to 60 parts sample B 
15 parts Denver Fire Clay 
15 parts Kentucky Ball Clay 
10 parts 40 mesh Grog 
g part Barium Carbonate

Test Results
I.
II.
III.

Plasticity: good
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone 04: 5/8" in 6", unsatisfactory

IV.
V.
VI.

Refractoriness cone 04: good
Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: good
Shrinkage cone 8: I" in 6", unsatisfactory

Desirability: Due to the presence of some undesirable impurity, possibly 
small particles of lime, small blisters appeared beneath 
the surface of a sample fired at cone 8. This body fires 
nicely at cone 04, however, there is an excessive amount of 
shrinkage in drying and firing.

Sample C Mix
Additives: Same as above
Test Results
I.
II.

III.
Plasticity: good
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone 04: 5/8" in 6", unsatisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: good

IV.
V.

VI.
Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: good
Shrinkage cone 8: I" in 6", unsatisfactory

.Desirability: Aside from an excessive amount of shrinkage, this body fired 
nicely at cone 8, however, the land owners refused to grant 
permission to dig the clay.
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Additives:
Sample G Mix 

To 60 parts sample G 
15 parts Kentucky Ball Clay 
15 parts Denver Fire Clay 
10 parts 40 mesh Grog 
5 part Barium Carbonate

Test Results
. I. 
II. 
III.

•Plasticity: good
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone 04; 3/8n in 6", satisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: good

IV.
V.
VI.

Thromng quality: good
Refractoriness1 cone 8: good
Shrinkage cone 8: 3/4" in 6", satisfactory

Desirability: This is a good clay body that fires nicely at cone 8. The 
amount of grog added could be reduced by half as the clay 
contains nearly enough in its raw state. It is felt that 
this deposit could be a good source for low and high fire 
clay and warrants further investigation.

Sample P M x
Additives: Same as above
Test Results
I.

II.
III.

Plasticity: good
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone 04: 3/4" in 6", unsatisfactory 
Refractoriness cone 04: good

IV.
V.

VI.
Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: good
Shrinkage cone 8: 7/8" in 6"» unsatisfactory

Desirability: Due to excessive shrinkage and disagreeable odor in firing, 
this clay body isn't recommended for studio use.
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Sample U Mix

Additives: to 60 parts sample U
15 parts Kentucky Ball Clay 
15 parts Denver Fire Clay
10 parts 40 mesh Grog 
g part Barium Carbonate

Test Results
I. Plasticity: good
n. Porosity: good
III. Shrinkage cone 04: g" in 6", satisfactory

Refractoriness' cone 04: good
17. Throwing quality: good
V. Refractoriness cone 8: poor, blisters at this temperature.
TI. Shrinkage cone 8: 7/8" in 6", unsatisfactory

Desirability: Not recommended for use due to excessive shrinkage, dis-
agreeable odor in firing, and high fire blistering.

Sample X Mix
Additives: Same as above
Test Results
I. Plasticity: good
II. Porosity: good

g" in 6", satisfactoryIII. Shrinkage cone 04:
Refractoriness cone 04: good

17. Throwing quality: good
7. Refractoriness cone 8: poor, blisters at this temperature.
71. Shrinkage cone 8: 7/8" in. 6"* unsatisfactory
Desirability: This sample, is not recommended for use due to excessive

shrinkage and blistering at cone 8„
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Additives:
Sample TRIG

to 20 parts sample P, 20 parts sample U, and 
20 parts sample K 
15 parts Kentucky Ball Clay 
15 parts Denver Fire Glay 
10 parts 40 mesh Qrog 
g part Barium Carbonate

Test Results
I.

II,
III.

Plasticity: good
Porosity: good
Shrinkage cone 04: 5/8" in 6", unsatisfactory
Refractoriness cone 04: good

17.
7.
VI.

Throwing quality: good
Refractoriness cone 8: poor, blisters at this temperature.
Shrinkage cone 8: I" in 6", unsatisfactory

Desirability: Due to offensive odor during firing the use of this clay
body had to be discontinued.
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Figure I. Map of Gallatin County.
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Figure 4. Best low fire clay deposit.

Figure 5. Most promising high fire clay area
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Figure 7. Ceramic projects using natural clays with additives.
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Figure 8. Ceramic sculpture using sample Trio Clay body, dark 
brown slip glaze, fired at cone 4-
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Figure 9. Ceramic sculpture using sample G Clay body, 
bisque fired at cone 04.



Conclusion
When I undertook the project of discovery and development of Gallatin 

Yalley clays for ceramic use, I was naive enough to think my early efforts 
would be rewarded and the remainder of my study would involve pottery 
,making using my discovery clays. This, however, was not the ease. I had 
early success with the discovery and development of a low fire clay which 
is plentiful, has a good color, is easily accessible, and needs very little 
additives to be usable. I tested many clays that seemed to have possi
bilities for stoneware use but one by one they were eliminated for one 
reason or another.

Only recently did I discover a deposit that yields a clay that seems 
to blend into a good high fire body with small additions of Kentucky Ball 
Clay, Denver Fire Clay, grog, and barium carbonate. Although.this clay 
seems to hold a great deal of promise I feel that only after continued 
use and further experimentation in the studio will it prove its true 
value as a pottery clay.
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